The algebra of n x n circulant matrices has a specific structure. This paper displays different operators on linear vector spaces that have the same structure, i.e. are isomorphic.
Introduction
Complex n x n circulant matrices are a matrix representation of the group ring (over C) of the cyclic group. P. J. Davis [1] also proves that the set of circulants with complex entries have an idempotent basis. This paper displays algebras of operators which are isomorphic to the algebra of n x n complex circulant matrices. §2 reviews properties of circulants and introduces a cyclic group of automorphisms on the circulant algebra generalizing conjugation. The group ring over C of this group is isomorphic to that of circulants themselves.
In §3, functional equations, whose solutions are functions C" -» C, are solved using cyclic and idempotent linear operators on the space (labeled U ) of functions C" -► C. Again, this algebra of linear operators is isomorphic to n x n circulants.
§4 displays cyclic and idempotent linear operators on the space V of functions on « x « complex circulants. Furthermore, §4 shows a relationship between the operators on V and those on U .
Finally, §5 shows a linear involution on V whose group ring is isomorphic to 2 x 2 complex circulant matrices.
T. Muir in his classical book on determinants (cf. [3] , 1920) discussed properties of circulant matrices. K. B. Leisenring in the years 1969-1979 lectured extensively on the bicomplex plane employing 2x2 circulant matrices (see his ms. book [4] ). The work of Davis, Muir, and Leisenring influenced the author in various ways. Already in 1971, A. C. Wilde [2] discussed aspects of functional equations obtaining generalizations of odd and even functions in terms of nth roots of unity in C. A. C. Wilde in [5, 6, 7] generalized properties of 2x2 circulant matrices and 2-dimensional complex analysis to nxn circulant matrices. More work continuing the present paper is forthcoming.
Properties of circulants
An « x « circulant matrix is a square matrix like the following:
Let An denote the set of circulant matrices with complex entries, or F = C. Let K denote the circulant matrix with xx = 1 and x. =0 for j ^ 1. Then L K (the hth power of K, 1 < h < n ) is the circulant matrix with xh = 1 and Xj = 0 for all j• ¿ h , K° = I (the identity matrix), K1 = K, and Kn = I. So X can be written as (2) X = YxhKh 
7=0
Then, as well known (see [1] ), the numbers y0,yx , ... ,y"_¡ are the eigenvalues of the circulant matrix X, each yh having the corresponding eigenvector
Col(l ,a ,a , ... ,a: ).
Circulant matrices have also another basis Eñ,E. , ... ,E . defined by (4) 1 T~» -hj "j -J2" KJ for h = 0,l,... ,n-l.
n j=o As shown in [1] , these matrices have the following properties: 
Thus, the idempotents E0,EX , ... ,En_x form a basis for An, and it is shown in [1] that for X in equation (2) we also have
We have seen that every circulant, or X e An , can be written in one and only one way in the form (2), or
Let us now define the function 8: An -» An by taking (see Wilde [5] )
i.e., 8 replaces K by aK in (2), and by composition Then 8 is an automorphism in An that preserves C, C being embedded in An by the correspondence z -* zl for z e C. We have seen that, for any circulant X e An , or X = x0I + xxK-\-\-xn_xKn~ , xQ,xl ,... ,-*"_, G C, if we take the numbers yh = Yljlo a j x,■■ > h = 0 ,1 , ... ,n -I, then relation (6) holds, or X = yQEQ +yxEx +-\-yn_xEn_x , and then 
. n-l /n-l \ = E« «/« E^). 
